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Abstract— USARSim began as a human-robot interaction  
(HRI) research tool but has since found use in a much wider 
community and for purposes we had never envisioned.  This 
paper describes a six year HRI research program at the 
University of Pittsburgh using the simulation.  Our original 
work involved teleoperated control of single robots and 
primitive simulations.  In the most recent experiment teams of 
operators were controlling 24 robot teams in a high fidelity 
environment.  In between we developed and tested measures of 
coordination demand, tried out news ways for managing video 
generated by teams, and investigated scaling effects as 
operators controlled increasing numbers of robots.  This paper 
provides a brief chronology of this research summarizing their 
designs and findings. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
n 2000 in response to rapidly rising costs of academic 
virtual reality software, we began experimenting with 
game software as an alternative.  After a review of the 

most suitable engines we chose Unreal Tournament [1] over 
Quake [2] because of its object-oriented design and 
convenient java-like scripting language.  Our first game 
engine-based application, CaveUT [3], software for creating 
multi-projector cave-like displays, was completed in 2001 
and reported in a special issue of Communications of the 
ACM [4] we organized to highlight research groups who 
had independently begun working with game engines.  We 
developed UTSAF [5], software using the game engine as a 
stealth viewer (3D visualization) for the ModSAF [6] 
military simulation shortly thereafter.     
 
Work on USARSim began in late 2002 under an NSF ITR 
grant to study Robot, Agent, Person (RAP) teams in Urban 
Search And Rescue (USAR).  Because our primary research 
interest was in human-robot interaction and most USAR 
robots rely on teleoperation from camera video, accurate 
simulation of video was our primary concern.  As work was 
beginning, Epic games released Unreal Tournament 2003 
which included the Karma physics engine [7] relieving us 
from simulating behavior manually and dramatically 
strengthening the engine as a simulation tool.  
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II. TELEOPERATION WITH SINGLE ROBOTS 
Our initial HRI research using USARSim explored two 
areas: situation awareness for attitude and camera and 
viewpoint control.  A review of findings such as 
McGovern’s [8] observation that all recorded robot rollovers 
at Sandia had involved teleoperation using an onboard 
camera led us to suspect that camera geometry was leading 
to what we called the “fixed camera” illusion.  You will 
notice this effect if you drive a robot up a ramp.  Because 
the camera is fixed to the robot chassis when the robot 
mounts an incline the camera will remain perpendicular to 
the surface making the ramp appear flat and level.  Even if 
attitude data is displayed nearby on an artificial horizon or 
other analog display it remains difficult for the operator to 
integrate that data with the camera video being used to drive 
the robot.  As a consequence operators controlling from a 
fixed camera are prone to driving robots onto dangerously 
slanted surfaces risking rollovers and other problems.  One 
potential solution is to reference the camera to gravity rather 
than the robot’s chassis.  Now when the robot moves onto a 
slanted surface it looks slanted rather than flat.   Because 
standard cameras do not come with gimbals for gravity 
referencing and delays associated with attitude sensing and 
servos might introduce even greater errors this potential 
solution would be expensive and difficult to test using real 
robots.  In simulation by contrast it was easy to program the 
viewpoints to reference the chassis or true vertical.  This 
first USARSim experiment reported in [9,10] compared 26 
participants controlling a robot using either a fixed (FC) or 
gravity referenced camera (GRC).  The robots were driven 
across irregular outdoor and indoor environments toward 
target beacons that could be seen from anywhere in the map.  
The GRC led to less extreme roll/distance traveled, lower 
times to completion, and less backing-up (needed to retreat 
from impassable terrain).  An examination of reported cues 
highlighted the importance of including some part of the 
chassis within the GRC view to help gauge robot orientation 
relative to the scene. 
 
The viewpoint control experiments were an outgrowth of 
earlier studies [11] of “attentive navigation”, a technique for 
automating viewpoint control.  As an actor moves through a 
(virtual) environment he/she may look straight ahead in the 
direction of travel or pan from side to side to capture a fuller 
understanding of what is visible from that location.  
Conventionally this process is automated by planning the 
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agent’s path so the viewer becomes a sight-seeing passenger 
able to look about freely.  In attentive navigation, control of 
gaze is automated instead.  Now the agent plans his own 
path through the world but control over where he looks is 
automated.  This can make a lot of sense in virtual 
environments where the author may wish to direct a user’s 
attention to some particular object or area but is less 
generally applicable to robotics.  There are, however, similar 
issues related to coupling camera views to the direction of 
motion (straight ahead), pan-able views, and object tracking 
views.  A long standing difficulty in mobile robotics 
involves moving cameras that are inadvertently left off axis 
when the robot is moved.  The path appears clear in the side-
pointing camera so the operator drives directly into an 
obstacle [12].  If the camera isn’t movable, however, the 
operator may need to execute an elaborate dance often 
losing sight of the target in order to maneuver to obtain a 
desired viewpoint on an object.   
 An initial experiment [13] compared 65 operators in five 
conditions. 
  
·  Single Fixed Camera, No orientation indicator 
·  Single moving Camera , No orientation indicator 
·  Single moving Camera, orientation indicator 
·  Multiple moving Cameras, No orientation indicator 
·  Multiple moving Cameras, orientation indicator 
 
For the first three conditions comparing single cameras the 
fixed camera eliminates the problem of off axis driving but 
at the cost of making it difficult to obtain different 
perspectives.  The moving camera makes it easy to inspect 
the environment but at the risk of off axis driving.  The 
orientation indicator provides an aid for restoring the 
moving camera to straight ahead before driving.  In the 
multiple camera conditions the operator has the option of 
keeping one camera pointed in the direction of travel for 
driving while using the other to search the environment.  
The orientation indication provides assistance for returning a 
camera to straight ahead for driving if the operator chooses 
to use both cameras to search the environment.  
 
Operators had a two step search task.  First they needed to 
locate red cubes scattered throughout an indoor and an 
outdoor environment.  After finding the cube they needed to 
maneuver closer in order to locate and read a letter on a side 
of the cube.  The experiment found no advantage for the 
orientation indication.  Both the moving camera and the two 
camera conditions led to identifying more targets suggesting 
that the ability to visually search the environment was more 
important to task performance than accurate driving.   
 
A follow on experiment [14] investigated object tracking.  
Object tracking, called orbiting by [15] is a variant of 
attentive navigation in which the viewpoint remains fixed on 

an object as its platform moves through the environment.  
So, in moving around an object, that object remains in view 
without panning or other effort by the operator.  This 
method is easy to write in simulation and could plausibly be 
implemented using laser or other ranging data to localize the 
object.  The experiment compared two groups of 13 
participants each performing the “lettered-cube” search task.  
In the control group operators used two moving cameras as 
in the earlier experiment.  In the experimental group one of 
the cameras assisted operators by initiating object tracking 
for nearby cubes.  Assisted operators identified more cubes 
and spend substantially less time maneuvering to read the 
letter.  These viewpoint control experiments support the use 
of multiple cameras and show that for task relevant 
assistance such as object tracking, automated control of 
view point is accepted and benefits operators. 
 
These first USARSim experiments addressed general issues 
in HRI and teleoperation that did not depend on the fidelity 
of the simulation.  All three studies investigated the 
teleoperation-from-camera-video   which required accurate 
reproduction of video but only approximate fidelity in other 
dimensions.  Simple car models based on the vehicle class 
were used in these studies and little attention was given to 
scaling of the platform or environment.   

III. MRCS AND HIGH FIDELITY SIMULATION 
 

A. MrCS 
Our initial studies satisfied us that the game-based 
simulation could provide a sound research tool but our 
project’s goal was to investigate much larger systems 
involving multiple robots and humans.  Such systems 
require a high degree of automation and to model that 
accurately required paying more detailed attention to robot 
configuration, sensors, and environmental models.  
USARSim first took on a recognizable form in this revision, 
reported in Wang [16] which replaced the original agent-
based [17] architecture with a more conventional 
organization, added conventional APIs ,and developed 
detailed models of existing platforms and sensors.  Jijun 
Wang [18] developed the MrCS (Multirobot Control 
System) around the same time to integrate USARSim with 
Machinetta, a proxy-based coordination infrastructure, and a 
GUI for interacting with the system.  The robot proxy 
provides low-level autonomy such as guarded motion, 
waypoint control and middle-level autonomy in path 
generation. It also communicates between the simulated 
robot and other proxies to enable the robot to execute the 
cooperative plan they have generated.  The user interacts 
with the system through the user interface which sends 



  

 
 

Figure 1.  Multirobot Control System (MrCS) user interface 
 
 messages to robot proxies and reacts to their responses. 
Sensor outputs from the camera and laser go directly to the 
interface without passing through any proxy. A typical 
interface configuration is shown in Figure 1. On the left side 
are the global information components: the thumbnails of 
the individual’s camera view (clicked to bring into focus); 
and the global Map (the bottom panel) that shows the 
explored areas and each robot’s position. In the center are 
the individual robot control components. The upper 
component displays the video of the robot being controlled. 
The bottom component shows the controlled 
robot’s local situation. The local map is camera up, always 
pointing in the camera’s direction.   Three increasingly 
sophisticated versions of MrCS can be downloaded from 
www.robocuprescue.org in the VR competition listings. 

A. Coordinating Teams 
The first experiment conducted using MrCS [18] compared 
manual and mixed-initiative control of 3 robots performing a 
USAR task followed shortly by an additional fully 
automated condition [19] to ensure that good mixed-
initiative performance had not hiding superior automated 
performance.  In the mixed-initiative condition operators 
could either teleoperate or assign waypoints.  If a robot 
became idle it chose a waypoint at the nearest frontier and 
continued exploring. 
In the experiment 14 participants searched for victims in 
both manual and mixed-initiative conditions in a 
counterbalanced repeated measures design.  More area was 

explored and victims found in the mixed-initiative condition.  
Interestingly, switches in focus among robots was found to 
be correlated with good performance and operators switched 
attention more often in the mixed-initiative condition. 

B. Coordination Demand 
A theoretical controversy over the equivalence of 
computational complexity and human difficulty motivated 
the next set of experiments.  Foraging tasks such as USAR 
allow robots to act more or less independently and we would 
expect increases in difficulty to be additive.  Where robot 
actions are more interdependent, however, more frequent 
control might be needed making the task more difficult.   
Simply assigning robot roles in a plan, for instance, has been 
shown by Gerkey & Mataric [20] to be O(mn).  If the 
complexity of choosing actions computationally 
approximates the difficulty of the task for a human, then it 
could be used to guide decisions about automation.  
Conversely, a human might be able to solve such problems 
heuristically making computational difficulty a bad 
estimator. 



  

 
Figure 2. Tight coordination for box pushing 

 
Figure 3. Explorer and Scout robots 

 
These experiments were designed to evaluate coordination 
demand (CD) a proposed measure of the demand one 
robot’s action(s) place on another.  The measure is intended 
to extend Crandall’s [21] neglect tolerance model to 
coordinating robot teams.  The first experiment examined 
control of robots performing a box pushing task [22] (Figure 
2).  Fourteen participants controlled pairs of simulated P2-
ATs using teleoperation or waypoint control and in the third 
condition a P2-AT paired with a P2-DX.  As predicted 
CD=1 in the teleoperation condition as operators did not 
have time to do anything else.  The heterogeneous pair 
showed higher CD, also as predicted.  In a follow on 
experiment [23] seeking measures for less tightly 
constrained coordination a new definition of CD based on 
robot types was tested.  The measure is based on the premise 
that CD involves marshalling the resources needed to 
perform a cooperative task.  Since resources are held in 
common by robots of a particular type demand may be more 
accurately expressed and measured between types.  
Operators in this experiment controlled teams of robot pairs 
consisting of laser equipped explorer robots and camera 
carrying scouts (Figure 3).  The operator needed to mark 
victims found using the scout’s camera on the map 
generated by the explorer.  Operators searched in three 

conditions with a 20 m explorer scan range (loosely 
coupled), a 5 m scan range (tightly coupled), or cooperative 
(explorer automatically follows the scout).  Performance 
was as expected with the 20 m range leading to more victims 
and better performance with automated coordination.  
 

C. Scaling to Larger Teams 
While the question of fan-out (how many robots can an 
operator control?) is of general interest the question of how 
effects grow with team size offers greater promise for 
identifying bottlenecks and aspects of control best suited for 
automation.  In a series of studies we have been 
investigating control of 4, 8, and 12 robot teams and in the 
most recent study teams of 24 robots.  An experiment using 
a standard USAR task for 4, 8, and 12 robots [24] found a 
sharp decline  

 
Figure 4. MrCS interface for 24 robots 

 
in victims found and a slight decline in area explored 
between 8 and 12 robots.  Two additional conditions [25] 
subdividing the operator’s task into exploration (navigation) 
and perceptual search (scanning for victims) showed that 
effort involved in exploration accounted for most of the 
difficulty of the task and that victim finding performance 
was maintained by the perceptual search participants.   
A similar investigation of scaling effects for use of static 
panoramas was less successful.  In an earlier study [26] we 
compared use of streaming video from a team or 4 robots 
with still panoramas taken by robots at their terminal 
waypoints.  The panoramas were marked on the map and 
could be accessed asynchronously as the operator found 
time to search them for victims.  In the streaming video 
condition operators found slightly more victims and marked 
them with somewhat greater accuracy.  We speculated that 
with more robots we might find an advantage for panoramas 
because of the greater moment-to-moment demand of 
monitoring streaming video.  An experiment comparing 
these conditions for 4, 8, and 12 robot teams, however, 
replicated our earlier findings and showed a small but 
persistent advantage for streaming video. 
In our most recent experiment [27] pairs of participants 
controlled 24 robots (Figure 4) in either a dedicated 
condition in which each was assigned control over 12 or a 
call center condition in which they were jointly assigned 



  

control over 24.  Results showed roughly comparable 
performance with slightly more area explored and victims 
found by participants in the dedicated condition.   This 
experiment was intended as a control for studies in which 
we predict increased automation will alter the relative 
advantages. 

IV. DISCUSSION 
USARSim was developed and remains an excellent platform 
for conducting HRI research.  In this paper we have 
described 12 experiments conducted over 6 years using the 
USARSim platform.  We are currently contributing to the 
UE3 port which we hope will lead to an even more effective 
experimental platform.  While the choice of game engines 
was relatively easy in 2000 there is now a much broader 
range to choose from including open or inexpensive source 
alternatives.  The advantages USARSim brings have shifted 
from the engine to the community.   The true value of the 
simulation now lies in the substantial collection of models 
and validation data and our ability to share and maintain this 
common infrastructure. 
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